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tions had by the twentieth century become possible alternatives
to heterosexual relations, and the entrance of women not only
into the industrial work force, but increasingly into higher edu-
cation, the professions, and political life, caused a male reaction
which made love relations between women appear perverted,
criminal, and insane. Even liberal critics of Victorian society,
such as the predominantly gay male Bloomsburyians in En-
gland, could espouse homosexual rights and socialism but could
not believe women should be "independent of men" and found
Sapphism "disgusting." They sent Virginia Woolf to doctors
practicing "conversion of the Sodomites," "racial purity," anti-
female eugenics, and rest cures9 such as those Gilman depicted
in The Yellow Wallpaper.

It was these forces to which Virginia Stephen Woolf, who
had been incarcerated. by them, referred in her 1936 feminist
treatise Three Guineas, 10 where she advocates the Outsiders Soci-

., ety. Because her criticism of male civilization was taken as symp-~
: tomatic of madness-and her lesbianism was viewed as neurosis
~ which developed in women who pursued the unfeminine work
! of a professional writer-Virginia Woolf veiled the lesbian basis

of her vision. The Outsiders Society was a strategic and perhaps
utopian proposal. Women constitute an already existing group
whose energy, labor, and lives are appropriated by men for their
own aggrandizement in a system she saw requiring imperialism
and war. During the rise of Hitler, Woolf called upon women to
utilize their exclusion to withdraw services and support from the
patriarchy. Without explicitly mentioning lesbianism, she tells
the reader there are some things even she is afraid to write about
because of sanctions occasioned by male fear, insecurity, and
power over women.

Very little lesbian utopian vision-making survived in print
until, with the advent of the women's liberation movement,jour-
nalist Jill Johnston called for "lesbian nation.,,11 In 1973, Judy
Grahn extended the sexual connotations of "wanting" a lover to
the revolutionary--or utopian-dimension of wanting a city safe
and healthy for women; "I wanted her as a very few people have
wanted me--1 wanted her and me to own and control and run
the city we lived in. ..."12

In France, Monique Wittig envisioned a global confronta-
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They say that there is no reality before it has been given shape by
words rules regulations. They say that in what concerns them
everything has to be remade starting from basic principles. They
say that in the first place the vocabulary of every language is to be
examined, modified, turned upside down, that every word must
be screened (p. 134).

For white women whose culture was that of white male
imperialism, the act of separating from male myth, language,
tradition, mores, by using the intimate forms of self-expression
available to them, especially to the more "educated," has been
imperative for liberation of any sort. To express ourselves in
forms that deny us is self-destructive.

What are the sources for a definition and naming of what it
is we do want? Where do we turn to find ways to talk about the
wisdom, love, peace, equality, and freedom we want to make
manifest in the world? This is not only a linguistic and philo-
sophical, but also a cultural, and spiritual, question. As Audre
Lorde said in 1977:

The woman's place of power within each of us is neither white nor
surface; it is dark, it is ancient, and it is deep. ...

For women, then, poetry is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity
of our existence. It forms the quality of the light within which we
predicate our hopes and dreams toward survival and change, first
made into language, then into idea, then into more tangible action.
Poetry is the way we help give names to the nameless so it can bethought. 15

The writers discussed here understand the importance of cul-
ture to the creation of radical consciousness; each seeks to em-
power women to act in her own interests, a process which cannot
be postponed "until after a revolution" but which takes place
every minute in creating a sense of alternatives to oppression,
impotence and silence. But as we recover from powerlessness by
turning our "weakness" through anger into our strength, have
we kept the categories of victimization? Because biological dif-
ference has been used as a vehicle for power differentials, it is
easy to assume that the powers of one group and those of the
other are inherently different.16 While there seem to be advan-
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mate male power figure survives by a murderous dependence
on the lives of others; neither his human and genetic experi-
mentation nor the exercise of his authority is bound by "human
values." Her ultimate female power is a healer. Can she either
convert or defeat him? Without jeopardy to her offspring? The
two characters are pitted against and bound to each other
through centuries of genetic development, accounting for vast
differences among humans. Arising from realities of living in a
dark skin, Butler's fictions are compelling, though her vision of
patterning raises doubts about non-biological social change.
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around the power of the old Tarot, the novel exhibits ambiva-
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